
The Mexican Riviera According to the First Mate: Fun in La Paz and the Trip North 

We are scheduled to leave La Paz Tuesday 24 April. So I'll describe some of the La Paz scene before I get to the 
bash home. The entire town fronts the bay of La Paz, and there is a lovely tiled malecon which runs the length of 
downtown. Clearly the locals love their malecon, as well they should. Every couple of blocks you find a statue or 
other piece of art. Checkout the scene and the Old Man (c. 2004) who is a popular focal point. 

 



 

 



We made one trip up to Isla Partita, just to check things out in preparation for a visit from our friends Tom and 
Vicki. I'll cover Partita more later. But I just want to pause for a moment and remember our friends Paul and 
Nellie on the vessel Athena. We had met them in San Diego before the HaHa, then again several times both 
during the HaHa passage and later along the mainland coast. This time we were again in the same anchorage at 
the same time. We were there only overnight, and for cocktails in the evening we went over to Athena. We didn't 
even have the dink pumped up, but Paul offered to come pick us up, a very nice gesture. So we collected a bottle 
of red from the boat cellar, some jicama which I had cut up for dips, and a Spanish cookbook which I've been 
slowly reading. We spent a lovely evening aboard Athena chatting of this and that. I never got a chance to show 
Nellie the cookbook, as we were discussing other things. When Paul started to take us back, we managed to leave 
the book on their sail locker and luckily Nellie found it and called us back to pick it up. That was the last time we 
saw her. Days later we heard of "the Athena rescue" without further detail. The detail was that Nellie was stricken 
in the anchorage, a nearby doctor in a kayak rendered assistance and a high speed power boat zipper her directly 
to La Paz, but she passed away without ever regaining consciousness. We were all saddened by the loss. 

 



I had a fun side trip with Patsy and John from Sea Esta, a catamaran tied to the side finger here at Marina de la 
Paz. Ed was back in the states attending to his visa, the Acura, and a new computer, and I was left to fend for 
myself. So, of course, I did sociable things with other people. Patsy's elderly parents were visiting for a few days. 
They decided to drive to Todos Santos and they invited me to come along. We all piled into a very small rental 
car and drove about 2 hours down the ridge of the peninsula, and over to the west side where the pretty little art 
colony turned tourist spot sits in a green valley. The oldies were quite slow, she having just had knee surgery. I 
could tell it was easier with three spry ones to encourage them, run ahead to scout out walkable pavement, chat, 
and so forth. There were some curbs in the little town, and some sidewalks, but a few came with a surprise three 
foot drop at the end. Ah, this is Mexico. 

 

We covered a surprising amount of ground, checked out a lot of boutiques (and one bookstore), then picked a nice 
restaurant near the car and plopped down for lunch. The place had a beautiful landscape in back, more properly a 
xeriscape with curb appeal. I have been taken with the color of what I would call their Red Hot Poker, only these 
are chrome yellow and totally striking with grey-green spiky foliage. I saw them throughout La Paz too, and never 
did see any orange ones. 



          

I got several good plant portraits, but you will need to check the Horticultural section for them and more plant 
discussion. On the way home, we stopped at the big CCC store. They had almost everything the big Mazatlan 
stores had, only on a smaller scale. I missed finding any cooked nopalitos, although much later I did locate them 
in cans. When we got home that evening, they insisted on feeding me dinner too. We had all bought tamales that 
morning from the little tamale lady who is outside the marina gates three mornings a week. This was my first try 
of the truly local food, and the small sample was delicious. She even put green olives in the masa dough! It was 
tasty and filling. I could barely waddle back to the boat. 

My neighbor Dave caught this photo of me in the banana chair at sunset. It pretty much summarizes the week. 
Ashes and I mostly just put our feet up and had a quiet good time while Ed was away. 





 

The night before Ed returned, I was awakened by shouts on the dock. My neighbor Dave called "Cindy, you 
might want to come see this!" Just ahead of the marina, a boat in the anchorage had caught on fire, and was as the 
firefighters say, fully involved. The crackling sounds were terrifying enough, reminding me that fiberglas burns 
about as well as plywood, which burns very well indeed. This was the small sailboat whose name I failed to 
record in my log. The owner was, thankfully, ashore at the time, and there were no other people or animals 
aboard. The thing burned without assistance. A few locals took their dinghies near to check it out, but reported the 
heat made it impossible to approach. I watched a while, then went back to bed, feeling very sorry for the skipper 
who was in process of losing everything. I heard later the Mexican Navy came by to render assistance, but their 
only pump was broken, and all they could do was throw buckets of water on the burning hull. Luckily no other 
vessels were too closeby. It burned to the waterline, then sank. The skipper, a young fellow, was later helped by 
the Cruceros, the local cruising organization, and following a benefit evening at Cafe Molino he had enough 
money to purchase and refit another small sailboat. It was appropriately named Phoenix. I was reminded to be 
thankful for not just the US Coast Guard, but all the help we get at Catalina Isthmus by Harbor Patrol and law 
enforcement. I'm used to having a fireboat near. Not in La Paz. 



 

Ed returned on the same flight with our neighbors, Tom and Vicki. I had the boat all cleaned up and ready for fun. 
We spent the first day simply messing about, then rented a car and drove to Todos Santos. Tom and Vicki are 
both birders, and Tom especially always had his big camera ready as they rattled off all the bird IDs while we 
drove down the road. I finally good good enough at it to notice when there was a bird. But the ID part? Too tough 
at this point. I don't know how they do it. Here was one typical scenario. Notice Tom halfway down the road. He 
did sight a couple of for-him special birds, and captured them on bits. 

 



  

That was Vicki walking down the main street toward the bookstore. She did admit that if she were here on a 
desert island, she could survive reading out of that bookstore. And that is a good recommendation, as Vicki is a 
voracious reader. I bought a Spanish/English book of Mexican folk tales, but nothing else. 

The next day we kept the car (bad weather, couldn't sail) and drove north and east. Ed and I wanted to see 
Muertos from the land side. We had seen the Giggling Marlin from the ocean, but longed to see it up close and, of 
course, have a good shrimp meal there. So this morning's drill was much like the day before, only in miniature. 
We knew we needed to get back to La Paz in time for Ed to do the last minute boat preps, so we timed our trip 
accordingly. The drive out was short, a mere 30 kilometers. We found the end of the road at Muertos was now 
named Los Suenos. Evidently the developers of a high-end home complex decided that Los Muertos (The Dead) 
was too somber a name for their up-beat planned spread, so they re-named the place Los Suenos, The Dreams. 
Dreams, my eye! It was the same dry, windswept, rocky and beautifully remote place it had always been. And 
that, of course, is much of the beauty of it. We parked, and walked down the water. Looking west, we had another 
knockout view of a lovely big bay. 



 

Looking the other direction, you could see east toward the point which had offered us good protection from 
prevailing northerlies when we anchored there earlier. 

 

We walked out to the point and dawdled in the tidepools and piles of rocks, shells and flotsam which littered the 
rocky beach. Looking back across the bay, it looked more like the Bay of the Dead. It is a very large bay, 



comparable to Frailies (see my earlier panorama) but with no source of fresh water, and with almost no annual 
rainfall, the place is quite brown and barren. Add 20-30 kt winds much of the time, and you have a rather wild 
place. 

 

We got our wish, however, and found the Giggling Marlin. The sign out front had a cute bas-relief of a large 
marlin weighing his "catch" of a hominid, hung upside-down. Next to it was the admonishment " If our food, 
drinks and services aren't up to your standards, please lower your standards". That set the tone. We went in for 
cold sodas, then when Tom finished his hike down the beach and joined us, we did lunch. It was surprisingly good 
for such a remote outpost. I took my de rigeur photo of the view from our lunch table. By this time the wind was 
up, and the boats at anchor were streaming to the south. While it was possible to land a dinghy on the shore, most 
of the yachties seemed to stay aboard. I remembered our stay just where some of the boats were anchored, and 
doubly enjoyed seeing the shoreside amenities today. 



  

On the way home, I suggested we stop at La Ventana. We had seen an intriguing inhabited cliffside area as we 
sailed north through the Cerralvo Passage two weeks earlier. Now we were about to drive just inland of the 
Passage, and I had noted the Ventana turnoff on our way out that morning. The others agreed, so even though it 



was a dirt road, we took it. We bumped down from the plateau, approaching the cliffs. (Remember we were in a 
rental car.) The terrain had been largely sand, supporting only scrub and introduced exotics (read: weeds) even 
here in the outback. It turned to all sand, with bits of "habitation", mostly lean-to's and palapa roofs. Suddenly we 
were on the main road, at least as main as it gets. The tiny town of La Ventana was spread out on both sides of the 
road, first with little shacks, then a few extreme sports shops and little motels along the cliffside. Then we saw 
THEM. I think Tom saw them first. There was a kite, then a tiny figure below it, in the whitecaps and mad surf, 
dancing from crest to crest. A shrimper had anchored near shore, likely hoping to get a tiny bit of shelter from the 
cliffs, although the wind was racing through the passage at right angles to those little sandy cliffs. 

 



  

Now the extreme sports places made sense. Who else would be on a kiteboard in these conditions? Clearly it was 
only the masters who were now on the water. To go to windward in these conditions had to be demanding and 
also clearly exciting. The thought of that upper body strength made my abdominals wince. To slip downwind 
would put you in Muertos with a very, very long walk home, carrying your board and kite. Still, we found six 
different people out there on the water. I hope Tom caught some good telephoto views, as my little camera had a 
tough time capturing the action. We watched for a while, and Tom got out to investigate a large group of birds 
hovering over a little canyon which drained to the beach. Fishermen were hauling in their panga there, and no 
doubt dumping their baitfish. The collection of pelicans, frigatebirds and other strap-hangers made a raucous party 
out of it. 



 

Looking slightly down the channel, I tried to catch a good picture of the wind. And turning around, I saw the 
effects of wind and water erosion on the dry, bare earth. We had passed an open ravine with a stone gabion earlier 
in the bump, so I said I wanted to stop just once more, at the gabion. 



  

For those of you unfamiliar with it, a gabion is a French invention, a big pillow of rocks in a chicken-wire 
pillowcase. They are typically anchored along a wash or other place where erosion is a problem. When flowing 
water hits the pillow, the many surfaces of the little rocks break the force of the water and cause endless eddies 
and turbulence in place of a steady and relentless flow. I have seen them along the roadside outside of 



Washington D.C/Virginia, and along the River Swan in Australia. We saw one earlier that day used in a dry wash 
inland, evidently to stem erosion of an area which had been filled. At the time we wondered how effective that 
would be. But here it was clearly a viable technique. It is certainly low tech. You can do it any place where you 
have rocks. But the extent of the Ventana gabion astonished me. We identified the location by the giant washout 
in the road. That part was easy. You can see the beginning of the gabion to the left, and then see the block wall 
washed out beyond it. 

 

I took several photos in succession, but I don't think they would knit together well into a panorama. Here are a 
few of them, giving you an idea of the Disneyland-feel you get looking at the tall composite wall of gabions as it 
staggers down the washed out hillside. I'm not sure even this effective tool will be sufficient for the erosion 
challenge in Ventana. I climbed down from the roadway to walk around and get a few more shots. All the while I 
was impressed with the energy which had gone into this, all the while worrying about whether the project would 
be completed before the next flood. Was this for the short rainy season? Or for hurricane repair from the last 
hurricane which came through with a near-miss for La Paz and a lot of damage both from rain and from wind? 



 



  

If I were a flood, I think this is what I would see: 



 

We finally got a good weather day, and headed north to Isla Partita. Ed and I had been there before, and knew that 
there is coral on the bottom. None of the books mention it, but having brought up a chunk of it in the anchor, we 
had no doubt in our minds. So when the anchor failed to set, we were not surprised. A couple of tries later and it 
set nicely. I pumped up the dink and Tom, Vicki and I went up into the north cove to explore. 



 

They walked north, and I messed about with the shells and the sand right where we beached the dink. I was trying 
to find some signs of the coral which we knew was on the bottom. I noted lots of tiny cylindrical fragments in the 
sand, then I found a piece of coral with the same tiny fingers all over it. The fingers were very fragile, such as if 
they were the tiny fresh growth which would later become hard and solid. I got one photo of the chunk on my 
knee, just to show the size. And finally, I found a bigger chunk which was clearly coral from local waters. The 
locals may be wanting to gloss over the issue for ecological reasons, or maybe the government doesn't want to 
have to protect the anchorage (i.e., deny access to pleasure craft), but it seems clear that there is a coral population 
in the anchorage. Case closed. 



  

The next day we decided to explore the isthmus, or east side of the anchorage. The books say you can take a 
dinghy through the isthmus from one side of Isla Partita to the other. When Ed and I had been here before, we did 
not go ashore and so were of the opinion that it was not possible to do that, due to very shallow water. Today, 



however, I was determined to discover the passage. Tom and Vicki and I again rowed ashore, and it was a long 
way, much of it in water so shallow the oars hit the bottom if you weren't careful. We beached it in rocks and 
pebbles on the north end of the large curved beach. Tom and Vicki again went in search of birds, and I headed 
overland toward the east. I passed a lot of sand, salt scrub and a weathered rock field, and finally found the eastern 
side of the island. It was surprisingly like many of the rocky beaches of our own Channel Islands, covered not 
with sand but with weathered rocks and pebbles built up into a berm to protect the shoreline from the sea. At the 
time I tried only to take a couple of photos, but later discovered I could stitch them together into a panorama 
which, while missing a bit, gives you an idea of the character of the east coast of the island. 

  

So there is an eastern shore. But that didn't resolve the question of whether you could row from western to eastern 
shore. I couldn't see past the right-hand edge of that photo. So I retraced my steps. Once back with Tom and 
Vicki, Tom encouraged me to go find the southern end of the channel. After all, I had gone this far. So I walked 
south down the western side of the isthmus. It was probably a quarter mile, but eventually I found the channel and 
could see all the way to the eastern side. By this time I could not see the entire western side, but since I had 
walked it, I knew it was there. Ah, another mystery solved. Next time here, I'd like to take the dink through this 
channel. The turkey vultures on the point of the curve gave me no notice as I made my great discovery. 



 
 

  



 

The last days in La Paz simply rushed by. We took a sidetrip up the coast to see the other marinas one day. First 
was Costa Baja, which our friend Paul had described as "like being on the moon". By that he meant the 
surroundings were pretty sparse. The marina itself is a lovely new one, complete with big vessels, big hotel, and 
nice new docks and muelles. We visited our fellow SWYC cruiser Jerry Murphey on Destarte, which he is leaving 
at the Marina while he travels back and forth. I'm cross I didn't get a good photo of Jerry and his vessel. You'll 
have to settle for the shot of Attessa, followed by the marina and Ed on the moonscape, uh, access road. 



 



 

 

The next stop was Marina Palmyra, somewhat older and better established. It has its own pretty malecon with 
mature plantings. We found a nice little restaurant at the north end, where we ate lunch. We had to take taxis to 
and from the marinas as the only busses run once or twice a day to the towns north of La Paz. Costa Baja has a 
shuttle for its inhabitants, but even that runs every two hours in a given direction. 



   



I rushed around taking pictures of all the things I had enjoyed at Marina de la Paz. They had several wonderful 
features: good facilities, a good local restaurant "el Dock" with the best chile rellenos anywhere, easy access to 
town, and friendly, helpful workers who did everything from bottom cleaning to mast polishing. The last photo 
shows Alfredo, who cleaned the boat with his assistant Jacob while we were there. He turned out to be a good 
teacher of Spanish. I'd like to transplant him to San Diego, but somehow I know that is not in the cards. 



  



 

The last week, we cleaned the boat and tidied like mad, preparing everything for the arrival of our friend Fred, 
who had graciously offered to help us do the Baja Bash. That is what they call the on-the-nose trip from Cabo San 
Lucas to San Diego. Our plan was to spend the last day or two in La Paz to provision the fresh food items, then 
sail to Cabo to refuel. If the weather is good we will head around Cabo Falso, if not we can stay in Cabo and wait 
for good conditions. But at Cabo prices, it is easier to wait in La Paz for a weather window, and not leave until it 
is probable we can start the bash immediately after refueling at Cabo. CSL charges $132 a night for a vessel of 
our length, and we are currently paying $14 per day in La Paz. 

If you can stand it, here is one more shot. We got some restaurant patron to take our "all together" photo the 
morning we left, and it was one of the best so far done by a stranger. The crew of the good ship Mal de Mer was 
fed and ready to go. The boat has stores for about 3 weeks on board. Next scheduled stop: Cabo San Lucas. 



 


